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Theory as Prism 
,r Multiple Readings of Jacob Have I Loved 

It 

Literary theory functioned in my education as a prism, which I 
could turn to refract different spectral patterns of language use in 
a text, as one does daylight. Turn the prism this way, and one 
pattern emerges; turn it that way, and another pattern configures. 

Henry Louis Gates Jr. 

The Prism of Literary Theory 
This chapter demonstrates how combining several theoretical 
approaches leads to multiple readings of a young adult novel. The 
preceding chapters have shown how the reading strategies of literary 
theories weave us in and out of texts, some of them implicating us in 
the intertextualities of both the novel and the world. Now, we explore 
how turning the light of Gates' theory prism on a single text allows 
us to read it differently and enjoy the possibilities that its language 
opens up to us and our students. 

To elaborate on the prism metaphor in the epigraph (Gates 1987, 
xvii), various beams of light will not illuminate each text in the same 
way. That is, readers read differently and, consequently, construct dif-
ferent readings, even though they practice the same theory. Light re-
fracts through the prism as a consequence of many factors, including 
the quality of the light and the setting in which it shines. In other 
words, the light that illuminates a text is the individual consciousness 
with aU its attendant powers and limitations. We "eye" the text as a 
function of the "I" that we are and are becoming. Jonathan Culler's 
view of how theory works in practice offers another refractory angle. 
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188 Theory as Prism 

Actually, he says, we may consider each theory (Nmethods of inter-
pxetation or ways of approaching literary works") as Na partial vision, 
more appropriate to some books than to others" (Culler 1992, 225). 

The prism of theory becomes a brilliant jewel in the English class-
room because of the colors it casts on the study of young adult liter-
ature. Our reading of Katherine Paterson's Jacob Have I Loved (1980) 
will illustrate how theory illuminates this text and allows us to con-
struct multiple interpretations and multiple meanings. As we work 
with the novel, we turn the prism one way to examine the biblical 
archetype that governs the whole .novel. Then we turn it another 
way, shining a feminist light on the developing character of Sara Lou-
ise Bradshaw. In yet another way, focusing our cultural studies beam, 
we contextualize the novel in World War II history. As we read, the-
ories overlap to reveal the rich tapestry of the novel. 

Reading Jacob Have I Loved from Multiple  
Perspectives  

The novel is set in a fishing village on the island of Rass in the Ches-
apeake Bay, where, in 1941, Sara Louise Bradshaw and her twin sister, 
Caroline, live with their parents, Truitt and Susan Bradshaw, and with 
their aging and senile grandmother. Except for McCall (Call) Purnell, 
Sara Louise's childhood playmate who eventually marries Caroline, the 
other significant characters in the novel are older inhabitants of the 
island. Hiram Wallace is a former resident who comes back to live on 
the island and restore his family's home; he marries Trudy Braxton, an 
aging and ill resident whose money helps Caroline realize her musical 
ambition to attend the Juilliard School in New York. 

Sara Louise, the narrator, tells the story in retrospect, focusing on 
her rivalry with Caroline, who is beautiful, musically talented, and the 
epitome of femininity. In contrast, Sara Louise feels unattractive and 
unfeminine, preferring men's work to women's work. Against the 
backdrop of a real war, Paterson plays out the psychological warfare of 
the sisters' difference as Sara perceives and reports it. The novel begins 
when the girls are thirteen and follows them into adulthood, although 
most of the action occurs in the painful years of adolescent uncertainty 
when Sara Louise struggles to construct her identity. 

Archetypes: Sibling Rivalry 
Isaac's Sons. From the perspective of archetypal theory, Paterson's 
story transforms the Old Testament tale of sibling rivalry between Jacob 
and Esau. twin sons of Isaac and Rebekah (Genesis 25:19-35:29), a 
rivalry that begins before the sons are born, when Rebekah feels them 
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struggling in her womb. Their birth symbolizes future conflict; Esau is 
born first, but Jacob is holding onto his foot. By right of primogeniture, 
Esau is entitled to claim headship of Isaac's clan. When the twins reach 
manhood, however, Jacob twice tricks his brother and succeeds in 
stealing away his birthright. Aided by his mother, who favors him, 
Jacob secures his father's blessing and becomes lord over all his broth-
ers. According to tradition, the passing of the birthright is an act that 
cannot be reversed. Esau is so filled with rage that Jacob, fearing for his 
life, flees. Years later, the brothers reconcile, each having become the 
head of a large and prosperous family. 

Paterson transforms the ancient text, replacing the twin sons with 
twin daughters: Sara Louise/Esau, Caroline/Jacob. The central con-
flict of the novel is symbolized in a story, often told in the family, of 
the twins' births. In the story, Sara, first born and strong, receives lit-
tle attention, while Caroline, who almost dies at birth, is lovingly 
cared for by her mother. From this story, Sara carries around an 
image of herself as the rejected twin, "washed and dressed and lying 
in a basket. Clean and cold and motherless" (19). As a child, she lives 
in the shadow of Caroline; and throughout the novel, she copes with 
her isolation, eventually believing that she hates her mother for 
favoring her twin. 

Dreams and Jacob's Sons. Paterson weaves another biblical arche-
type of sibling rivalry into her narrative as Sara's dreams reflect her 
struggle to create an identity. In her "wildest daydreams," Sara takes a 
scene from the Genesis story of Joseph in which his brothers and 
parents bow down before him. Sara imagines trying to force Caroline 
to bow down to her. At first, Caroline laughs and refuses; but then "a 
giant hand'" descends from the heavens and shoves Caroline to her 
knees (40). The giant hand symbolizes simultaneously Sara's wish to 
exercise power over Caroline and Sara's realization that she alone is 
powerless. 

This daydream has its complement in Sara Louise's dreams at 
night, in the psychical manifestations of thoughts that she cannot 
allow to exist in the daylight. Her dreams are unacceptable in her 
Christian worldview, where "to hate was the equivalent of murder'" 
(74). She dreams often of the different ways in which Caroline might 
die. In one dream, the ferry to the mainland sinks with both Caroline 
and her mother aboard; in another, a taxi crashes and flames con-
sume Caroline's "lovely body" (75), erasing the beautiful sister from 
existence. In Sara's dreams, her mother, who has protected and 
favored Caroline, is also destroyed. 

In the most horrifying dream, Sara becomes a murderer, using the 
tools of her work to free herself from her sister's domination. When 
Caroline comes to the shore and begs for a ride in her sister's skiff, 
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190 Theory as Prism 

">'Sara takes the heavy pole with which she guides the boat and beats 
Caroline to death. Caroline's mouth makes the shape of a scream, but 
Sara Louise hears nothing but her own laughter. When she awakens, 
the dream laughter turns to sobbing that shakes her whole body. This 
dream imagery links her psychological state to that expressed in the 
Joseph daydream. She wants to be the smiting hand, and, above all, 
she wants to enjoy it. The dream connects her story to the first arche-
type of the sibling rivalry in the Old Testament: ''I'm a murderer. Like 

(75). Sara cannot imagine her life outside the patriarchal poli-
tics of power in the Christian myth that governs the worldview of her 
family. Even when she rages against God for having "'pets" like David, 
Moses, and Paul, she succumbs to remorse for her unforgivable wick-
edness, asking God "'to have mercy on me, a sinner" (76). 

Feminism 

Reading Gender. As we turn the prism of theory to read Sara Lou-
ise's efforts to construct her identity on the island, poststructural the-
ory and feminist theory overlap, an example of one of the realities of 
theorizing texts. A poststructural reading investigates "'how social and 
public systems of meaning constitute individual Feminism 
takes gender as the central category of investigation, and gender is the 
key issue in Sara's struggle for identity. Poststructural feminists theo-
rize "gender roles as performances, improvisations within a culturally 
defined system of gender-specific signs" (McLaughlin 1991,264). 

Thirteen years old and suffering from comparisons to Caroline, 
Sara Louise identifies with her father: "'He needed a son and I would 
have given anything to be that son" (21). On the island, however, 
men's work and women's work are distinctly separate, and her 
father'S boat is considered an inappropriate place for Sara. The roles 
appropriate to island women are clearly defined; women are not sup-
posed to be attached to the water, to love it, because water is "'the 
wild untamed kingdom" of men. This kingdom marginalizes women; 
according to Sara Louise, even though "water was the element in 
which our tiny island lived and moved and had its being, the women 
resisted its power over their (43). The language of the passage 
locates women not only in opposition to men but in opposition to a 
natural power of the world. The effect is to render women powerless, 
to subdue them by a male power that is actually a social construction 
of their culture. 

Sara Louise is juxtaposed with two images of women in the novel: 
the dutiful spouse and the glamorous Caroline. Sara articulates her 
identity in the social context of island woinen. She cannot bear, for 
example, to think of herself as the dutiful spouse with a "lifetime of 
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passive waitingN-waiting for the men to come horne from work in 
the evening, for the birth of children, for the years of raising them, 
and "waiting at last, for the Lord to take me horne (44). If read from 
a feminist perspective, this passage reveals how patriarchal cultures 
marginalize women. On the island, women wait for men, produce 
heirs for them, and finally, even in death, are at the mercy of an 
omnipotent male. The final image is devastating. Some men may die 
heroically in the struggle against the natural forces of the universe, 
but women waste away in the enclosures men make for them, 
entombed in their own housekeeping. This is, at least, how Sara Lou-
ise reads it. 

Paterson also juxtaposes Sara Louise and Call Purnell, whose mat-
uration defines another possibility of identity for Sara. Eventually Call 
drops out of school to work with Sara's father; but when Caroline 
befriends Call, he and Sara grow apart. Sara is jealous as Call matures 
physically, losing his childhood pudginess and growing taller and 
thinner. These changes are symbolized by the "rough brown bark" 
look of his hands as he becomes a waterman. Sara Louise registers his 
pride as he comes "at last into a man's estate" and as he becomes the 
sole supporter of the women who have raised him. Her attraction to 
him grows stronger as he goes "deep into the world of men"-a place 
that Sara felt she "could never hope to enter" (172-173). Her lan-
guage tells the story. "Man's estate" connotes rank, social position, 
political power, property, and ownership. The image of Call's entrance 
into the depths of a man's world implies that women are somehow 
shallow, surface creatures. 

When Call jOins the navy, Sara finally gains entrance into her 
father's world. At fifteen, she replaces Call as her father's helper, 
dresses in men's clothes, and does a man's job. Her hands become 
rough and weathered, and she effects a symbolic gender shift. One 
morning as her mother serves them breakfast, Sara thinks, "No one 
said anything about my not being a man-maybe they'd forgotten" 
(187). The mother as servant emphasizes the difference in power that 
gender constitutes. 

Reading the Body. Sara first acknowledges her sexual self in an 
encounter with Hiram Wallace, a man in his sixties who has retired 
to the island. A storm devastates the island and completely destroys 
the house that Hiram Wallace has been restoring with the help of Sara 
and Call. After the storm, Sara rescues him in her boat, and they set 
out to survey the damage. When she sympathetically embraces him, 
"an alarm" clangs inside her body as she goes "hot all over" and hears 
her heart "banging to be let out of my chest." She interprets this sen- .. -) 

sation as a "deadly sin" (132). Attempting to control her feelings, she 
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concentrates on Hiram's hands, but they do "the same wild things to 
the secret places'" of her body that the embrace has done (133). She 
fears losing control because, according to Sara, she has always prided 
herself-like a closed oyster-"on keeping the deepest parts of me 
hidden from view'" (136). 

After this encounter, Sara confronts a dilemma. She cannot tell 
Hiram how she feels, and she cannot talk to her mother--cannot, she 
says, possibly reveal "the wildness of my body or the desperation of 
my mind" (142). Thinking herself crazy, Sara imagines the worst-
that Hiram will marry Trudy Braxton and that she will lose him for-
ever. Later, Hiram does marry Trudy in a mutually satisfactory 
arrangement: He is homeless, and she is ill with no one to take care 
of her. Trudy later suffers a stroke and dies, but by that time (Chap-
ter 14) Sara understands how unrealistic her secret love has been. 

Unwittingly, Hiram betrays Sara's devotion to him by using some 
of the money in Trudy's legacy to finance Caroline's musical educa-
tion. The archetypal source of the novel's title is clarified by this epi-
sode: When Sara learns of Caroline's good fortune, her grandmother 
whispers the text of Romans 9:13 to her: "As it is written, Jacob have 
I loved, but Esau have I hated" (178). When Sara interprets her 
grandmother's comment in light of Sara's relation to Caroline, Hiram 
becomes the father figure in the Old Testament stpry-the father who 
chooses one child over the other. Sara has always believed that Hiram 
Wallace was different from the other men on the island, but now, like 
everybody else, he has preferred Caroline over her: "Since the day we 
were born, twins like Jacob and Esau, the younger had ruled the 
other'" (180). When she looks up the biblical passage that her grand-
mother has quoted, she learns that the speaker is God, and her guilt 
deepens. Even God seems to be against her. 

Cultural Studies 
Work and Identity. Sara's identity emerges as a function of her 
cultural milieu, defined on the island primarily by work. She finds 
herself by working with her father. Years later, telling and interpret-
ing this story, she recalls those adolescent years as the happiest of her 
life, and she remembers that she was content for the very first time 
because men's work "sucked from me every breath, every thought, 
every trace of energy" (188). She is so comfortable with her new 
identity that she locates herself in the patriarchal genealogy of the 
island, among the tongers who stand on their tiny boats "just as our 
fathers and grandfathers had before us'" and who are careful not to 
disturb the bottom of the bay so that they can "provide a bed for the 
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oysters that would be harvested by our children's children" (189). 
Work is the defining element of this existence, and she feels that the 
valuable work of sl.lstaining life is men's work. 

The way in which Sara reads her work opens up feminist inquiry 
into gender roles on the island. She describes how a good oyster, hit-
ting the culling boards, stays tightly closed while a dead one, already 
open, is thrown away. We can interpret these images from work as a 
metaphor for the sisters' sibling rivalry. When Caroline comes home 
for Christmas, grown up and radiant, she is powerless, Sara Louise 
says, Mto get under my shell" (189-90). Alive and strong, Sara sees 
herself as the good oyster, her closed shell protecting her from her 
sister. She is not "open" for communication or for hurt in comparison 
to her sister's successes. 

This image of the closed oyster shell recalls an earlier moment in 
the novel when Sara recollects a childhood photograph of the twins. 
The laughing face of the tiny and exquisite Caroline is framed in 
golden curls as she reaches out to the person taking the photograph. 
In contrast, Sara sits hunched over "like a fat shadow," with her 
thumb in her mouth, cutting her eyes toward Caroline as her hand 
covers most of her face. In addition to their sharply different physical 
features, the details of the photograph indicate the contrasting psy-
chological worlds that the sisters inhabit. Caroline is open, reaching 
out, communicating. Sara's hand over her face erases her identity, 
and her hunched position in the early photograph prefigures her body 
inside its metaphoric oyster shell. Sara's memory of herself as a "fat 
shadow" denies her body, both its substance and its shape. Her eyes, 
averted from the camera, tell the most: She wishes to be unseen, and 
even she is looking at the beautiful Caroline. Sara's thumb in her 
mouth makes the perfect foil for her sister's smile. 

Reading Popular Culture 
Paterson's text is a manifestation of historical consciousness. Sara 
Louise constructs herself in the framework of the popular culture of 
her day, including the text of an advertisement for Pond's hand 
cream: "She's lovely, she's engaged, she uses Pond's" (142). The 
advertisement depicts two beautifully manicured hands, a diamond 
ring sparkling on the left one. During her infatuation with Hiram 
Wallace, Sara imagines his hand putting the diamond ring on the soft 
"Pond's-caressedfemale hand" (133). Consequently, she reads the 
popular advertisement as a devaluation of herself as far as her idea of 
what men want in a woman is concerned: AI A man with strong clean 
hands would never look at me in love. No man would" (142-143). 
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One of her youthful characteristics is that she constructs life as this 
c-'kind of either/or situation. She thinks she must either be all girl, like 

Caroline, or all boy, like CalL She does not see what lies between 
extremes or understand the value of difference. 

The radio is an important cultural symbol in the novel. When 
Franklin Roosevelt's announcement of the attack on Pearl Harbor 
brings World War II to the island, Sara immediately weaves herself 
into the historical moment. She assumes a male role, putting herself 
to sleep at night with fantasies of "performing incredible feats of dar-
ing" for her country, with visions of herself heavily decorated for her 
valor (60-61). She and Call play games of counterspying, for which 
she receives the Congressional Medal of Honor from Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, who, in her dreams and in her imagination, is her imme-
diate superior and personal friend. 

Reading World War II. In telling her story, Sara's images attest to 
the power of the war in her island world. Remembering her response 
to Caroline's singing at a Christmas concert one year, for example, 
Sara recalls that "a sharp report of applause suddenly rattled the room 
like gunfire" (35). She remembers that her grandmother asked her 
once why she was looking at her "with bullets in your eyes. Like you 
want to shoot me dead" (45). Sara recollects that during the storm 
that destroyed Hiram's home, \he rain came down '"like machine-gun 
fire" (120), and when Caroline tells Sara that Hiram has married 
Trudy Braxton, the news explodes "like shrapnel" inside Sara's stom-
ach (160). Hearing about D day from her mother, Sara contextualizes 
her struggle for identity in the war years, as she thinks, "It was not the 
European war that concerned me" (193). Her entire life has been a 
psychological war for selfhood. 

Paterson uses the distinction between the European war and the 
personal war to draw Jacob Have I Loved to a dose. The first sixteen 
chapters deal with the years between 1941 and 1944, but the author 
takes only four short chapters to narrate the remainder of the story. 
Sara and Caroline finish college and settle into very different lifestyles. 
Caroline marries Call, becomes an opera star, and lives a glamorous 
life. Sara completes her medical studies and becomes a midwife in the 
Appalachian community of Truitt, where she marries Joseph Wojt-
kiewcz, the father of three children. Away from a world that has nar-
rowly constructed her, she finds herself reconstructed by Joseph who 
asks her, "Why would a woman like you, who could have anything 
she wanted, come to a place like this?" He places her in a context that 
she has never imagined: "God in heaven's been raising you for this 
valley from the day you were born" (236). In Joseph's words, her 
youthful Joseph dream materializes, but not as she had imagined. No 
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one bows servilely before her; instead, her skill allows her to serve 
others in a cammunity that appreciates her gifts. 

Formalism: The Narrative Circle 
The last event of the novel brings the story full circle and campletes 
it, unifies it in a way that formalists would applaud, but that some 
readers would think is tao tidy in its caincidences. In Truitt, Sara 
serves as midwife to a young mather who. delivers twins. The first 
twin, a bay who. weighs nearly six paunds, carnes easily; but the sec-
and, a girl, nearly dies. With aut an incubatar, Sara improvises a way 
to' 'keep the secand baby alive by stuffing an iran pot with rags and 
laying the baby in it, just inside the oven doar. Fearing that the ,child 
will die, the yaung father pleads far baptism; and since the parents 
have nat chasen names, Sara baptizes the weaker child Essie Susan, 
uniting the names af the baby's mather and her own mather. In this 
act, Sara brings tag ether her past, present, and future since it is clear 
that she will live in Truitt and watch the twins graw up. When Sara 
learns that the stranger child is "'in the basket,'" exactly where Sara 
had lain in the stary af her awn birth, she urges the male child's 
grandmather to give him to' his mather to' nurse. She refers to' Essie 
Susan as "'my baby'" and nurses her from her breast. since she is also. 
nursing her awn son, Truitt, named far her father. 

As Sara leaves the yaung couple's house late in the evening, the 
final mament affirms her identity, her sisterhaad, and her cannectian 
to' all the warlds af the navel. Once at a Christmas can,cert, Caroline 
sang a simple, plaintive sang that began, "'I wander as I wander.'" At 
the cancert, Sara described her sister's vaice as being "'like a single 
beam of light across the darkness' (34); the sang was sa beautiful 
then that Sara tightened her arms against her sides "'to. keep from 
shaking, perhaps shattering'" (35). As the navel ends, she hears that 
same song, this time in the setting where it ariginated. "'I Wander as 
I Wander" is an Appalachian Christmas caral, an elegant and simple 
expressian af the warldview af mauntain peaple who. wander why 
Christ was bam into' the warld to' die far them in their unwarthiness. 
Its wards bridge the island and the valley, the lives af the two sisters, 
the twa families, the Truitts and the Wajtkiewczs. The wards also. 
bring Sara's Christian childhoad into' facus in her adult life. As she 
walks aut into' the cald night air, she hears a melody "'sweet and 
pure": Patersan writes aver her own wards, echaes the beginning af 
her novel in its ending, as Sara tells us, "'I had to' hald myself to keep 
from shattering" (244). No. langer in the shadaw af the singer, Sara 
hears the sang in the warld to' which it belangs and in which, finally, 
she belongs. 
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196 Theory as Prism 

Joining the Conversation 
In' earlier "Joining the Conversation" sections, I have suggested other 

,"  novels that might be read from each chapter's theoretical perspective. 
Here, rather than discuss new texts, I turn several of the texts exam-
ined in previous chapters under the prism of theory to illustrate the 
rich possibilities of multiple readings. I suggest ways of reading with-
out developing those ways in any great detail, and I do not apply each 
theory to every text. 

M.e. Higgins, the Great 
From an archetypal perspective, M.C. goes on a psychological quest 
during the course of the novel. This is a quest to understand how the 
world works and his role in the world; it is a quest that results in the 
loss of innocence through the harshness of experience. The physical 
journey is small, but symbolic: We first meet M.C. flying high on his 
gleaming steel pole, with Harenton and all the natural world beneath 
him, his is the power to construct the world he sees. As a consequence 
of his complex psychological quest, he descends the pole to the earth 
below; and as a result of the knowledge that he gains, he sets out to 
change the shape of the earth and to protect his home, his family, and 
his history. 

The chapter on formalism is organized around how M.C. achieves 
a vision of reality from the worldviews represented by significant 
characters in the noveL A semiotic reading could address the spedfic 
language of these characters and the cultural mythologies that their 
language represents. I go into this in some detail in the case of Mr. 
Killburn's philosophical worldview, but there are many other possibil-
ities. For example, the way in which James K. Lewis describes the 
ravages of strip-mining, or the way in which he describes the urban 
nomads who have tried unsuccessfully to leave the mountains and 
come to the dty, makes a good site for semiotic inquiry, as does 

. Lurhetta's language about economic realities and the independent life 
she lives in the wider world beyond M.C:s narrow perspective. 

Reading the novel from the angle of black theory invites opportu-
nities to explore the folklore of the African American tradition and 
the way in which Hamilton signifies on the well-known African 
American folktale "The People Could Fly." In the folktale, the people 
escape slavery by flying over their master's head to freedom. Hamil-
ton's use of the image of flight may suggest that since M.C:s ancestor 
Sarah fled across the Ohio to freedom, M.C:s obligation is to preserve 
that freedom. Hamilton invites us to explore her signification on 
music as well, especially in the fragment of the African song that 
Jones sings to M.C. and in Banina's songs, among them the blues and 
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the Juba Song, the latter perhaps reflecting the complex rhythms of 
the juba dance that Southern plantation slaves performed. The novel 
may also be contextualized in African American history, a contextu-
alization that Gates suggests is necessary if readers are to understand 
the text from the black perspective. Sarah's escape across the Ohio in 
the history lesson that Jones gives M.C. reminds me of the journey 
that Sethe makes in Toni Morrison's Beloved (1987). Sarah carries a 
bundle, her baby, the future of the family, and Sethe, pregnant, 
crosses the river and journeys away from her past and into the future. 

A Lesson Before Dying 
Although our analysis of Gaines' novel focuses on its signifyin(g) 
practices in rhetoric, spirituals, and slave narratives, the novel is rich 
ground for further semioties work. The analysis of language and espe-
cially imagery in the diary that Jefferson keeps is one way to explore 
the social construction of his reality as a black person in a world dom-
inated by the cultural mythologies of white people. Another produc-
tive angle would be the comparison of the language of the untutored 
Jefferson and the language with which college-educated Grant Wig-
gins tells the story of how his life becomes intertwined with Jeffer-
son's. The fabric of American history from the time of slavery to the 
1940s setting of the novel offers marly opportunities for cultural stud-
ies inquiry. The conflicting worldviews of Grant and Reverend 
Ambrose might spark an inquiry into the role of religion in the novel 
and in the black community of the rural South. A cultural studies 
perspective contextualizes Claude McKay's sonnet "If We Must Die'" 
on which Gaines signifies (Chapter 8). Poet Nikki Giovanni does that 
in Shimmy Shimmy Shimmy Like My Sister Kate: Looking at the Harlem 
Renaissance Through Poems (1996). She discusses McKay's Jamaican 
background and the maroon's practice of cooking wild boars on open 
fires in the mountains after the maroons had escaped from the plan-
tations below. The maroons, she says, were a fighting people who 
would not give in (33-34), who would not "die like pigs." Her histor-
ical approach to the poem provides us another intertext with which 
to contextualize a powerful image in A Lesson Before Dying. The roles 
played by Aunt Emma and Tante Lou in the novel will richly reward 
feminist inquiry into the ways in which these women use the power 
of their history, their presence, and their language to construct and 
transform the world in which they live. 

Dogsong 
Further inquiry into Dogson9 might explore (1) the complex structural 
design of the novel as a device for achieving unity (formalism), (2) the 
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198 Theory as Prism 

role ..of women in Eskimo culture (feminism), (3) the oral tradition in 
Eskimo culture and the creation of written literatures, (4) the impact 
of outsiders on Eskimo traditions, and (5) the geography of the tun-
dra and its portrayal in the novel (cultural studies). 

Fallen Angels 
Myers' novel is an excellent example of the archetypal journey of the 
hero, with its emphasis on home as the destination after the trials and 
tests of the journey. Richie Perry refers many times to his brother and 
his mother and to his desire that home remain the same so that he 
can return to it after the traumatic experiences of the war. He under-
goes the rite of passage that transforms him as a consequence of his 
experience; aud in the final scene of the novel, he reflects on the 
mental photographs he has taken during his tour, affirming his place 
in a community of heroes, dead and alive. When he returns to "'the 
World," as he refers to home during the novel, we know that he is a 
changed man and that what he has learned will change the way he 
constructs his life. 

Fallen Angels especially invites cultural studies inquiry, and one 
outstanding source of materials with which to work is Larry R. Johan-
nessen's Illumination Rounds: Teaching the Literature of the Vietnam War 
(1992), which offers an extensive bibliography of literature and film 
related to the Vietnam War. Naturally, a cultural studies approach 
could also contextualize Myers' novel with other war novels in an 
investigation of the causes and costs of war. Such an approach would 
be a good opportunity to incorporate young adult literature into the 
traditional curriculum alongside such familiar texts as All Quiet on the 
Western Front, and The Red Badge of Courage. Film versions of these 
novels offer new cultural texts for students to explore; Nilsen and 
Donelson (1993) recommend Lewis Milestone's 1930 film on 
Remarque's novel and John Huston's 1951 adaptation of the Crane 
book (266). 

Other novels that could lead to a cultural studies inquiry into war 
from the perspective of young adult characters include Howard Fast's 
April Morning (1961) (Revolutionary War), Irene Hunt's Across Five 
Aprils (1964) (Civil War), Bette Greene's Summer ofMy German Soldier 
(1973) and Katherine Paterson's Jacob Have I Loved (1980) (World 
War II), Sue Ellen Bridgers' All Together Now (1979) (Korean War), 
and Katherine Paterson's Park's Quest (1988) (Vietnam War). 

Nonfiction texts that could be included in a cultural studies 
inquiry into the Vietnam War include Terry Wallace's Bloods: An Oral 
History of the Vietnam War by Black Veterans (1984), Morley Safer's 
Flashbacks: On Returning to Vietnam (1990), and Elmo Zumwalt Jr.'s My 
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Father, My Son (1986). Mark Jury's The Vietnam Photo Book '(1986) 
includes stories and photographs about the men and women who 
"were overlooked by the television cameras" during his tour of duty 
in Vietnam (Nilson and Donelson 1993, 264-65). It offers students the 
chance to learn to read visual texts and to better understand the 
intertextuality of cultural studies. 
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